
FUTURE-PROOF
ENGINEERED SKINCARE

IMAGE NOW. Age later.®



Level up with engineered formulations and multi-patented technology 

that accelerate visible change in the skin’s appearance.

FUTURE-PROOF
ENGINEERED SKINCARE



the MAX™

THE INNOVATION

AGE-DEFYING • CORRECTIVE • TRANSFORMING

PATENTED DROP-BY-DROP MICROBURST TECHNOLOGY

Experience engineered formulations powered by microburst 

technology, a patented delivery system that protects key 

ingredients until the moment they disperse on the skin.  

With up to 15 billion* microdroplets, this Harvard-developed  

science preserves the potency of key ingredients,  

so they reach your skin in their purest form.

*In 50 mL the MAXTM contour gel crème container



Encapsulated preserved ingredients 
remain pure and untouched until the instant they touch your skin.

Optimized delivery 
allows key ingredients to burst onto the skin with each application.

Sophisticated sensations 

with hybrid formulas that feature refreshing water-based ingredients, 

along with comforting oils that melt onto the skin.

MICROBURST TECHNOLOGY



PRESS REWIND 
ON WRINKLES

Smooth things over with our groundbreaking serum that combines 

a wrinkle-fighting peptide, high-tech lifting polymer and plant stem 

cell technology to reduce the appearance of wrinkles.

Wrinkle-smoothing precision with an advanced peptide that targets wrinkle 

formation pathways to smooth the look of forehead lines, crow’s-feet and 

expression lines

Nutrient-dense plant stem cells derived from sweet iris help to provide a visible 

tightening effect

A transparent lifting polymer creates a second-skin smoothing effect on wrinkles, 

pairing with plant stem cells that firm the skin’s appearance

the MAX WRINKLE SMOOTHER
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the MAX WRINKLE SMOOTHER TARGETED ZONES

THE FORMULA

Acetyl hexapeptide-1
A wrinkle-fighting peptide that targets wrinkle formation pathways  
to help defend against visible expression lines

Sweet iris
An aromatic sacred plant that is shown to help firm and boost the 
appearance of lax skin 

Caesalpinia spinosa fruit extract 
and kappaphycus alvarezii  
(red algae) extract 

A naturally derived polymer that creates an invisible, mesh-like 
network to visibly reinforce and lift the skin

01 - FOREHEAD LINES

02 - EXPRESSION LINES

03 - CROW’S-FEET



RECLAIM
YOUTHFUL CONTOURS

The MAX contour gel crème defies the visible effects of gravity, 

restoring the look of firmness and volume to the lower face. Feel  

the moisture-melting effect as skin becomes less vulnerable to visible 

sagging, thanks to key peptides that lift and plump its appearance. 

An anti-gravity peptide lifts and firms the skin’s appearance

A lipo-filler helps to counteract the appearance of sagging and redefine the 

appearance of facial contours

Nutrient-dense plant stem cells derived from iris and orchid flowers help to 

restore facial firmness

The instant moisture-melting effect releases nourishing oil microdroplets that 

plump up the appearance of lax skin

the MAX CONTOUR GEL CRÈME



the MAX CONTOUR GEL CRÈME TARGETED ZONES
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04 - FACIAL SAGGING

05 - NASOLABIAL FOLDS

06 - MARIONETTE LINES

07 - JAWLINE

THE FORMULA

Sodium acetylated hyaluronate
A bioavailable form of HA that offers a flash-filler effect to smooth 
the appearance of wrinkles

Acetyl tetrapeptide-2
A specialized anti-gravity peptide that supports collagen and 
elastin fibers in the skin, resulting in a visible plumping effect 

Sweet iris and orchid stem cells
Derived from unique flower extracts, they help to improve the 
appearance of tone and elasticity

Babassu oil
A moisture-rich Brazilian oil that melts onto the skin on contact, 
providing a softening and smoothing effect



PREVENTION   ® 
PROTECTING  •  MOISTURIZING  •  DEFENDING

THE INNOVATION
MULTI-ACTION DIGITAL AGING DEFENSE™

Discover already-award-winning broad-spectrum suncare, now 

reinvented with Digital Aging Defense. With dual protection, 

it helps to shield against the elements that damage our skin—blue 

light and environmental stressors that cause dryness, discoloration 

and other signs of premature aging. 



BEHIND THE
Digital Aging Defense offers greater light protection with 

hydrolyzed pea protein, a naturally derived ferment that has 

been shown to protect the skin from the aging effects of blue 

light and environmental stressors.

Antioxidant blend helps to protect against environmental 

factors that cause skin damage.

Made with EcoCert organic zinc oxide, a reef-safe mineral 

UV blocker that protects against the sun’s UVA and UVB 

rays. Zinc oxide is an approved natural ingredient by the 

Natural Product Association. Its EcoCert certification 

ensures compliance with rigorous environmental and social 

sustainability standards worldwide. 

Thoughtfully formulated without the sunscreen actives 

octinoxate and oxybenzone, and free of parabens and 

artificial fragrances.

Touched with a hint of citrus essential oils for a naturally 

uplifting scent.
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UVB UVA
BLUE
LIGHT

INFRARED
LIGHT

290-400nm

High Energy Visible Light

Visible Light 400-760nm 760nm-1mm

Harmful free radical
formation

ENERGY WAVELENGTH

BLUE LIGHT:
THE EVERYWHERE LIGHT

Blue light (high-energy visible light, or HEV) comes from the sun and electronic 

devices like smartphones, computers and tablets. In short, it’s something our skin 

encounters every day. Our modernized formulas feature Digital Aging Defense to 

help fight the effects of blue light and environmental stressors. 



PREVENTION 
daily ultimate 
protection moisturizer SPF 50

This lightweight formula delivers ultimate  

broad-spectrum protection against the sun’s 

harmful UVA and UVB rays. Formulated with 

organic zinc oxide and UV blockers homosalate, 

octocrylene and octisalate for seamless 

application that disappears into the skin. 

Choose it for: Our strongest protection. Perfect 

for outdoor activities and high sun exposure

FIND YOUR 
FORMULA

PREVENTION 
daily hydrating 
moisturizer SPF 30

This ultra-hydrating daily moisturizer delivers  

broad-spectrum pure mineral protection against 

the sun’s harmful UVA and UVB rays. Featuring  

a 100% mineral filter, it spreads easily and evenly, 

leaving a perfectly hydrated finish. 

Choose it for: Lightweight, everyday wear under 

makeup or alone to moisturize and protect the skin
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PREVENTION 
daily tinted 
moisturizer SPF 30

Enhanced with just a hint of color, this 

all-mineral tinted SPF moisturizer subtly 

evens out skin tone and gives a radiant, 

healthy-looking finish. It helps to cover 

the appearance of redness while  

blending seamlessly for the perfect 

broad-spectrum base.

Choose it for: A subtle hint of color  

and priming protection
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PREVENTION 
daily defense
lip enhancer SPF 15

Protect and perfect with an  

all-new lip complex with mineral 

SPF 15 protection. Enhanced with 

palmitoyl tripeptide-1, a biomimetic 

peptide that moisturizes and boosts 

the appearance of lip volume. 

Microspheres of marine collagen 

rehydrate on contact to help plump 

the lips’ appearance. 

Choose it for: Plumping SPF 15 

protection

GIVE LIPS THE PROTECTION  
THEY DESERVE



IMAGE Skincare 
800.796.SKIN (7546) 

WWW.IMAGESKINCARE.COM

JOIN THE IMAGE NATION

[IM-399.1-V1]-191206]


